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Wireless Security Deployed: State of the Market
Technology and market trends are forcing rapid changes to enterprise IT—especially in regard to how networks are secured.

Growth in Unsecure Connected Devices
As the number and types of network-connected wireless devices continue to grow exponentially, these connected devices present new vulnerabilities and a growing attack surface for hackers to exploit.

Application Proliferation Enlarges Attack Surface
Growth of mobile applications goes hand-in-hand with the increasing number of devices. Enterprises not only face additional support challenges, but also new threat exposures from additional applications being introduced to the network.

Operational Complexity for IT
On top of this unprecedented growth, users expect a unified access experience that ensures consistent, secure policies across wired and wireless environments. This creates major challenges for IT organizations that are stressed to fill gaps in security if policies are inconsistently applied and not easy to manage.

This global survey studies the state of the market for wireless LAN security deployed among 1,490 medium-to-large enterprises across a broad range of industries, and shows that the majority of enterprises have holes in their WLAN security strategy.

WELL-FOUNDED FEARS
92% of CIOs are worried that their wireless security is inadequate. This wireless security survey shows that their concerns are well-founded. Basic measures such as firewall and authentication were lacking in hundreds of businesses surveyed.

Yet, paradoxically enterprises are embracing BYOD in record numbers and showing great interest in Cloud Wi-Fi. These are two factors that add complexity to any security framework.
Respondent Profiles

The findings of this report come from an independent survey of 1,490 IT decision makers (ITDMs) representing organizations with 250 or more employees. Over 46% of organizations surveyed exceeded 1,000 employees.
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Respondent organizations came from a broad spectrum of industries, including the public sector. Within each sector, there was a fairly even distribution of organization size among the four size categories.
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All respondents were sourced from independent market research company Lightspeed GMI’s online panel and were customers of all the major WLAN equipment vendors.

Vulnerable

According to the survey, wireless networks are ranked as the most vulnerable IT infrastructure, with the highest proportion of ITDMs (49%) placing it in their top two. Respondents positioned wireless as significantly more vulnerable than core networking infrastructure, with just 29% of ITDMs ranking this in the top two.
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While endpoint security was also noted as the second top concern (45%), application (17%) and storage (11%) infrastructure components were considered least at risk.

Inadequate Wi-Fi Security

82% of ITDMs and 92% of CIOs polled reported fears that their WLAN security was inadequate, with nearly half of ITDMs (48%) citing the potential loss of sensitive corporate and/or customer data as their biggest concern, and 22% citing industrial espionage as their biggest fear of operating a wireless network with incomplete security.

Only 70% of organizations surveyed protected the WLAN with a firewall and only 63% had authentication to secure internal wireless LAN access. While more than 60% of organizations used antivirus scanning, fewer than 40% were protecting their wireless networks with IPS, Application Control and URL Filtering.

The relatively low deployment of IPS, application control, and URL Filtering might also suggest that wireless security is not being treated as solemnly as it deserves to be.
In the face of advanced persistent attacks increasingly targeted at multiple entry points, overlooking the most basic measure of firewall (29%) and authentication (37%) is playing with fire.

Unsecured Guest Access

Basic security for guest Wi-Fi was shown to be lacking as well. 13% of organizations that deployed guest access on the same WLAN infrastructure used by employees reported that guest Wi-Fi is totally open, and a further 24% allow guests to use a shared username and password.

The recognized best practice for guest access is to authenticate guests through a captive portal with a unique ID and password, and to subject traffic to real-time antivirus scanning, usage controls (time of day, length of session, rate limits), and content filtering through guest policies associated with a guest SSID.

All vendors offer captive portals and most also support social login. Basic bandwidth management can be enforced by on-site or cloud controllers, but sophisticated application controls require deep packet inspection on a specialized appliance. Antivirus and URL filtering also require additional security appliances on the corporate LAN or in the data center.

Future Security Priorities

When considering the future direction of their wireless security strategies, the majority of respondents said they would maintain focus on the most common security features, namely, firewall and authentication.
of mission-critical embedded systems such as medical devices, mobile Point of Sale (mPOS) terminals, and RFID readers. Such embedded devices are often vulnerable to attacks that target weaknesses in unpatched firmware.

**BYOD Ahead of Security**

BYOD is pervasive and unstoppable. November 2014 research by Tech Pro Research\(^2\) indicates that 60% of organizations (up from 44% in February 2013) now support BYOD, and a further 14% plan to allow it in the next 12 months. The findings of this survey suggest, however, that deployment of the security measures needed to minimize the risk of BYOD has not kept pace with the rapid rate of BYOD adoption.

With laptop sales giving way to tablets, enterprises can only expect more employee-owned devices entering the workplace and being used for corporate business. Enterprises need to adjust their security posture for BYOD in order to fully protect company data.

This survey similarly found more than 76% of organizations allow employee BYOD—and just over two-thirds of those employees are permitted to access sensitive corporate data on those user-owned devices.

Unless there are good measures in place for securing access to sensitive data from untrusted devices, this should be a grave concern for CIOs. There are two main security issues concerning BYOD: securing the device itself and securing the data streams.

The market for Mobile Device Management (MDM) tools that check integrity and wipe data from lost devices is languishing at 30% penetration according to Gartner estimates.\(^3\) Part of the reason for this is that they are limited to only securing the device.

The other half of the equation—securing the data streams—requires corporate security policies that govern user privileges and enforce antivirus scanning, application priorities, and content inspection. This is not a job for MDM. These measures are network-based.

Rogue AP detection is an increasingly relevant consideration. Almost any mobile device these days can share its radio as a virtual AP and become an attack vector. Continuous rogue screening is advisable.

**Cloud-managed Wi-Fi**

Respondents were bullish about migration to cloud-managed WLANs. IDC predicts the cloud Wi-Fi market will see 46% CAGR thru 2018 and will total $2.5B in value by 2018.\(^4\)
72% of respondents said they managed at least part of their network through the cloud. Distributed enterprises such as retail and financial services led the pack with 80% penetration of cloud-managed Wi-Fi, while large enterprises with 2,000+ employees have been slower to embrace WLAN management from the cloud. Only 65% of large enterprises reported using the cloud for some or all of their WLAN management.

Many enterprises use cloud management only partially—to initialize remote APs when installed in branch offices by non-IT personnel. After initial setup, ongoing management is then done over the WAN from the corporate network or datacenter.

Only 12% of respondents did not trust the cloud for WLAN management; however, of the 88% that do, nearly two-thirds indicated they would prefer cloud management hosted in their own data center rather than third-party hosted management.

The Cloud Wi-Fi Paradox

WLAN vendors are promoting their cloud Wi-Fi offerings with much gusto these days. That’s because they want to convert customers to subscribers. For some businesses, the CAPEX/OPEX tradeoff makes sense; for others not. What makes sense to everyone is the simplification of WLAN management that comes with the cloud. Initial setup, configuration, and maintenance are all easier—as is the implementation of basic authentication policies. But when it comes to adapting more sophisticated security measures (such as IPS, antivirus, DLP and application control), the cloud may not be best place to incorporate some of these capabilities. And implementing them to work alongside a cloud Wi-Fi architecture adds considerable networking complexity.

Fortinet Secure Access Architecture

With these trends and challenges, the deployment and management of enterprise networks, applications and devices must be simplified. A network access layer that is not only secure, but also easy to manage.

Fortinet’s network access solutions offer the best of next-generation firewall capabilities together with enterprise access. As opposed to traditional wireless solutions (which only address connectivity) Fortinet’s secure access solutions feature robust network security at their core—in addition to connectivity. Fortinet secure access solutions are designed to provide the same award winning and third-party validated security in every type of deployment—from a stand-alone AP in an isolated office, to a handful of APs in a retail store, to thousands of APs deployed across a large enterprise campus. Our product offerings enable any business to choose the topology and network management that best suits their needs, without having to compromise on security protection.

Securing business communications, personal information, financial transactions, and mobile devices involves much more than network access control. It requires scanning for malware, preventing access to malicious websites, end-point integrity checking, and controlling application usage. But typical Wi-Fi solutions do not cater to these requirements. Fortinet’s unique approach addresses the shortcomings of other Wi-Fi offerings.
With Infrastructure, Integrated, and Cloud solutions—Fortinet offers a comprehensive set of deployment options. These three solution options are designed to extend or upgrade existing network systems. Our secure access portfolio provides the most flexible cyber security platform with end-to-end enforcement for enterprises of all sizes and verticals of any type.

1 The Fortinet Wireless Security Survey was a research exercise undertaken throughout May 2015, by market research company Lightspeed GMI. The survey was conducted online amongst 1,490 qualified IT decision makers—predominantly CIOs, CTOs, IT Directors and Heads of IT—at organizations with more than 250 employees around the globe. Twelve countries participated in the survey: Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Hong Kong, Spain, UK, and USA.
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